Identification of glioma cancer-alerted gene markers based on a diagnostic outcome correlation analysis preferential approach.
Identifying glioma cancer-alerted genetic markers through analysis of microarray data allows us to detect tumours at the genome-wide level. To this end, we propose to identify glioma gene markers based primarily on their correlation with the glioma diagnostic outcomes, rather than merely on the classification quality or differential expression levels, as it is not the classification or expression level per se that is crucial, but the selection of biologically relevant biomarkers is the most important issue. With the help of singular value decomposition, microarray data are decomposed and the eigenvectors corresponding to the biological effect of diagnostic outcomes are identified. Genes that play important roles in determining this biological effect are thus detected. Therefore, genes are essentially identified in terms of their strength of association with diagnostic outcomes. Monte Carlo simulations are then used to fine tune the selected gene set in terms of classification accuracy. Experiments show that the proposed method achieves better classification accuracies and is data sets independent. Graph-based statistical analysis showed that the selected genes have close relationships with glioma diagnostic outcomes. Further biological database and literature study confirms that the identified genes are biologically relevant.